Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation for Camptocormia in Parkinson’s Disease: A Case Report
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Abstract

**Background:** We explored the use of galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) as a tool of intervention for camptocormia in a patient with Parkinson’s disease.

**Methods:** A 73-year-old man with a 13-year history of Parkinson’s disease presented with camptocormia. Binaural monopolar GVS was applied at 1.5 mA with the patient in the supine position for 20 min. His trunk flexion angle during the standing position with eyes open and with eyes closed for 60 sec each was assessed before the GVS, after the GVS, and 1.5 months after the GVS.

**Results:** The patient’s trunk flexion angle while standing after the GVS was reduced, especially with eyes closed (by 25.2°; 55.8%) compared to that before the GVS. The patient reported that standing and sitting in his daily life were improved after the GVS, and the improvement continued up to approximately 1 month after the GVS. His average trunk flexion angle while standing at the follow-up test conducted 1.5 months after the GVS was increased compared to that after the GVS, but was still smaller than that before the GVS.

**Conclusion:** The results of this case report demonstrated significant improvement of the trunk forward flexion angle in a patient with Parkinson’s disease with camptocormia. Limitations and future research suggestions were identified.
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Introduction

Camptocormia is an abnormal stooped posture often seen in patients with Parkinson’s disease. Camptocormia is defined as marked (minimum 45 degrees) flexion in the sagittal plane originating in the thoracolumbar spine, and almost complete resolution in the spine position [1]. Camptocormia interferes with standing, mobility and eating. Possible mechanisms involved in the development of camptocormia are dystonia in abdominal muscles and paraspinal myopathy [1-4]. There is insufficient evidence to support the effectiveness of levodopa, deep brain stimulation, botulinum toxin injection, orthosis and physiotherapy for the correction of camptocormia [1,5-10].

Vestibular function is impaired in patients with Parkinson’s disease who present lateral trunk flexion, as recently reported [11]. Pollak et al. [12] reported that vestibulocolic reflexes in patients with Parkinson’s disease were often absent unilaterally or bilaterally by investigating the vestibular evoked myogenic potentials triggered by intensive sound stimulation of saccular macula. However, Pollak et al. [12] did not examine the association between the absence of vestibulocolic reflexes and abnormal postures in patients with Parkinson’s disease. We hypothesized that vestibular function may be impaired in patients with Parkinson’s disease with camptocormia.

Galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) is a method used to stimulate the vestibular system [13-15]. Electrodes are attached to the mastoids behind the subject’s ears in order to stimulate the vestibular system. Stimulation with two electrodes of different polarities placed behind the mastoids (termed “bilateral bipolar GVS”) induced the sway response of the pelvis, trunk and head toward the side of the anode electrode, and stimulation with two electrodes of the same polarity on both mastoids and remote electrodes of the other polarity is termed “binalar monopolar GVS” [13-15]. When the polarity of the mastoid electrodes is cathode and that of the electrodes on the trapezius muscles at the C7 level, the subject’s body is induced to sway backward [16].

GVS has been used primarily as a research tool to investigate vestibular function. It has rarely been used clinically, but it was employed as an intervention tool for neuropsychological disorders that include a spatial component [17-19]. There are only a few reports about GVS in patients with Parkinson’s disease [20,21]. Pastor et al. [20] who used GVS as a research tool reported that there were no significant difference in GVS induced response of ground reaction force between patients with Parkinson’s disease and healthy controls. Pal et al. [21] reported that low intensity stochastic GVS did not reduce postural sway during the stimulation in normal participants, but slightly reduce postural sway in the stance condition with eyes closed in patients with Parkinson’s disease. There have been no reports about the effects of GVS on postural abnormalities in patients with Parkinson’s disease. The purpose of this case report is to describe our test of whether binalar monopolar GVS (which induces backward sway) would improve the trunk flexion angle in a patient with Parkinson’s disease with camptocormia.
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Methods
Case presentation

The patient was a 73-year-old male outpatient treated at Nishiyamato Rehabilitation Hospital. He had been diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease thirteen years earlier; his Hoehn and Yahr stage was 3. His total Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) motor subscore was 33, the subscore for rigidity (item 22) was 9, the subscore for akinesia (items 23–26) was 12, the subscore for tremor (items 20, 21) was 0, and the subscore for postural instability (item 30) was 1. He was on Carbidopa-Levodopa 100 mg six times a day, pramipexole 0.5 mg twice a day, selegiline 2.5 mg twice a day, zonisamide 25 mg once a day, trihexyphenidyl 2 mg once a day and droxidopa 100 mg three times a day. The antiparkinson drugs remained unchanged one year before and during the study. The patient had not received brain surgery such as deep brain stimulation, and he had no history of musculoskeletal or vestibular disorders. Written informed consent was obtained from the patient, and the study protocol was approved by the ethical committee of Kio University.

The patient presented in July 2011 with camptocormia and for the previous 8 months. He exhibited marked (>45°) thoracolumbar flexion during standing or walking, but the flexion was almost completely resolved in the supine position (Figure 1). He reported a sensation of tightening in his abdomen during standing. The patient’s camptocormia interfered with his mobility, vision and eating; in fact, his chief complaint was the camptocormia. He had been undergoing antiparkinson drug treatment and conventional physical therapy including stretching exercises and strengthening exercises for the prior 8 months to improve his trunk control, but his camptocormia had not changed at all.

Galvanic vestibular stimulation

Binaural monopolar GVS was applied using an electrical stimulation system (Chattanooga Intelect Advanced Combo, DJO Global, Vista, CA, USA) with the patient in the supine position. Two electrode pairs were located with the cathode electrode of each pair over the mastoid process and the anode electrode over the trapezius muscle on the same side. This allocation of the electrodes was used to induce posterior sway in the standing position as in a previous study [16]. The skin behind the ears was rubbed with alcohol to reduce impedance. During the GVS, the current intensity was ramped up until 1.5mA was reached and ramped down at the end of stimulation. The duration of the GVS was 20min, and the intensity and duration of the GVS adhered to the safety criteria for transcranial direct current stimulation [22,23]. The GVS was conducted in just one session.

Assessment

The patient’s sagittal standing posture was captured by a digital video camera (Optico P80, Pentax, Tokyo, Japan) from the side at 30Hz. The digital video camera was set 5m away from the standing point. The patient stood for 60 sec in two conditions (eyes open, eyes closed). He was instructed to stand with his feet 10cm apart and his arm lying along the trunk. A frame-by-frame video-based analysis was performed to assess the patient’s forward flexion angle during static standing posture. The trunk forward flexion angle was calculated as the angle formed between the line joining the marker positioned on the C7 spinous process and the midpoint of the right and left posterior superior iliac spines and a vertical reference line every 30 frames and averaged. The patient’s average trunk forward flexion angle during the static standing position was assessed before the GVS, immediately after the GVS and 1.5months after the GVS.

Results

Before the GVS, the patient’s trunk flexion angle during the standing position with eyes closed was larger than that with eyes open, by 12.0° (26.6%). The patient completed the GVS. He complained of slight nausea immediately after the GVS, but it was resolved within 1hour after the GVS. No other side effect was observed. Immediately after the GVS, the patient’s standing posture was markedly improved (Figure 2). His average trunk forward flexion angle during the standing position with eyes open was reduced by 10.6° (32.1%) immediately after the GVS compared to the angle before the GVS. The angle during the standing position with eyes closed was markedly reduced by 25.2° (55.8%) immediately after the GVS compared to the angle before the GVS. In weekly telephone surveys, the patient reported that his standing and sitting positions in daily life were improved after the GVS and that the improvement continued up to 1month after the GVS. At the follow-up test conducted 1.5 months after the GVS, the patient’s average trunk forward flexion angles while standing with eyes closed and open were increased compared to those immediately improved after the GVS.
after the GVS, but they were still smaller than those before the GVS (Figure 3).

Discussion

Our patient's trunk forward flexion angle while standing with his eyes closed was larger than that with his eyes open. This phenomenon indicated that his visual dependence in keeping his posture upright was increased, consistent with previous studies concerning about the visual dependence of posture and locomotion in patients with Parkinson's disease [24]. Therefore, increased visual dependence in postural control might be characteristic of patients with Parkinson's disease in general.

Postural control depends on vestibular, visual, and somatosensory information. Increased visual dependence in patients with Parkinson's disease has recently been interpreted as an adaptive strategy to compensate for impaired proprioception [25,26]. Increased visual dependence in the case suggests that the processing of vestibular and/or somatosensory information might be impaired. This does not conflict with our hypothesis that vestibular function is impaired in patients with Parkinson's disease with camptocormia. Vestibular function was not assessed quantitatively in the present study, and thus the existence of vestibular dysfunction was not clarified. Quantitative assessments of vestibular function and further investigations examining the association between vestibular dysfunction and camptocormia are needed.

GVS markedly improved our patient's camptocormia while standing. During the binaural monopolar GVS applied in this study, the cathode electrode of each pair was over the mastoid process and the anode electrode of each pair was over the trapezius muscle at the C7 level on the same side. The GVS applied to our patient with camptocormia the anode electrode was over the trapezius muscle at the C7 level on the cathode electrode of each pair was over the mastoid process and standing. During the binaural monopolar GVS applied in this study, the cathode electrode of each pair was over the mastoid process and the anode electrode of each pair was over the trapezius muscle at the C7 level on the same side. The GVS applied to our patient with camptocormia.

Conclusion

The results of this case report demonstrated significant improvement of the trunk forward flexion angle in a patient with Parkinson's disease with camptocormia. GVS has the potential to be a novel intervention in physiotherapy to improve camptocormia in patients with Parkinson's disease. Therefore, the feasibility and safety of GVS need to be fully identified. Our patient complained of slight nausea after undergoing GVS, but it eased within 1 hour, and no other side effect was observed. The intensity and duration of the GVS were set at 1.5 mA for 20 min, in accord with the safety criteria for transcranial direct current stimulation [22,23]. However, it is possible that the intensity and duration of GVS was not suitable for our patient and the optimal intensity and duration of GVS should be explored in future studies.

The limitations of this study are as follows: first, there was no sham condition, and therefore the possibility of a placebo effect cannot be excluded. Placebo effects in patients with Parkinson's disease were reported previously [27]. Comparisons of the effects of GVS and sham conditions are needed. A second limitation is the small sample size; a large randomized controlled trial is necessary to clarify the effects of GVS. Third, the mechanism of the GVS-induced improvement of camptocormia was not clarified. Quantitative evaluations of subjects' trunk muscle activity while standing and their vestibular function are needed to clarify the possible mechanisms of the GVS-induced improvement of camptocormia.
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